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ABSTRACT

Safety on board of a spacecraft is the most important driver for spacecraft interior design. The experience 
of weightlessness and Earth and space observations are the most unique activities which passengers will 
be able to appreciate. This paper develops a new spacecraft interior design concept (Silverbird), which is 
completely adapted for these activities during transcontinental or touristic suborbital flight. Based on such 
a unique human experience, the interior is designed for maximum comfort, as well as safety. Silverbird is 
a Horizontal Take off Horizontal Landing (HTHL) rocket plane concept that can transport 8 passengers. 
Interior design for micro-gravity amusement is discussed as well as the very important design of the 
windows, which incorporates anthropometry and human visual perception capabilities. The Silverbird 
concept offers a different interior design approach then previously studied and analysed spacecrafts, such 
as the Virgin Galactic, European Aeronautic Defence and Space Company (EADS) rocket plane and Vehra  
Suborbital Habité (VSH). 

fig 1* - Silverbird - spacecraft interior concept design
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1. SAFETY DESIGN MANAGEMENT
There are no definitive directives that would 
define concept design of operations or procedures 
for commercial space flights and space flight 
vehicles. The same situation applies to interior 
design, where the seat positions and configuration 
are not regulated nor the condition under which 
passengers will be allowed to fly (pressure suit, 
degree of freedom during weightlessness, etc). 
The Commercial Space Launch Amendments Act 

of 2004 states that space flight participants (space 
passengers) will be completely informed about the 
possible risks of space flight operations. Passengers 
are thus flying on their own risk while the liability 
of the commercial flight operator is limited. 
Space tourism has therefore a real opportunity to 
grow and to become successful (Antuñano, 2006; 
McDonald et al., 2006). There is currently a lack 
of information and data to perform effective safety 
design management for touristic suborbital flights. 
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Designs must generally be verified by both 
structural strength analyses and tests. The factors 
are to be multiplied by the limit stresses, including 
additive thermal stresses. In addition, the structure 
must be verified not to exceed material allowable 
stresses (yield and ultimate) under the expected 
temperatures and other operating conditions. 
Safety management has to minimize the risk due 
to insufficient experience. Synergy should be 
achieved during all the steps of development and 
operations (Quinn, 2006). The designer’s solution 
(fig. 2) as a contribution to safety space flight is 
one of four major areas which will be investigated 
and coordinated with other areas to achieve the 
required safety parameters and support the safety 
of suborbital commercial flight.

Proposed interior designs should offer how to deal 
with major risk factors relevant to the passenger’s 
safety including exposure to high acceleration, 
noise and vibration, solar and cosmic radiation, 
and the passenger’s behavior during the period of 
microgravity (Antuñano, 2006).

2. INTERIOR DESIGN DRIVERS
Safety on board of a spacecraft is the most 
important driver for spacecraft interior design. 
The following points which were summarized and 
proposed for the Silverbird concept were taken 
into account during the Silverbird interior design 
to achieve maximum performance and maximum 
safety of the spacecraft interior. These points will 
be subsequently discussed and compared against 
examples of the three selected spacecraft designs 
of Virgin Galactic, EADS and VSH, which were 
selected for the availability of information and 
data relevant to the spacecraft’s interior design. 

2.1. Space flight as a means of transport and space 
tourism - The main attractions:
- Earth and space sightseeing
- Experience of weightlessness
- Earth observation during ascent and descent of 
the spacecraft
- Notion of experienced space travel (limited just 
for a number of people)
- High acceleration and experience of the rocket 
propulsion and maneuvering
- Information and knowledge projected to passenger 

fig 2 - The safety management programm should 
be a close working concept between the Reusable 
Launch Vehicle (RLV) operators, designers/manu-
facturers and regulators (Quinn, 2006).

TOP GOAL
Acceptably safe 

spaceflight operations

STRATEGY 
Argue by safety of development, design and 

manufacture, safe usage and appropriate safety 
management arrangement to ensure the safety of 

the crew, passengers and 3rd parties.

GOAL 1
Development design and 
manufacture is compliant 

and safe

EVIDENCE 1
Designers solution

GOAL 2
Spaceflight operations are 

effective and undertaken with 
appropriate safety and control

EVIDENCE 2
Training & Medical procedures

GOAL 3
Safety management 

arrangements are 
comprehensive and coordinated 

EVIDENCE 3
Safety & Environmental 

management systems

GOAL 4
Equipment is compliant and assured 

against system failure => safe 
operations

EVIDENCE 4
Contracted sub-equipment solutions
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during the flight (interactive education)
- Online communication of passengers with each 
other, relatives on the ground, instructor or pilot
- Saving flight time for long distant transportation

2.2. Microgravity space/cabin design constraints 
and recommendations:
- Principles for releasing and restraining of the 
passengers (mechanically or by instructor)
- Interior arrangement to allow or restrain 
movement of passengers in microgravity
- Cabin space for experiencing weightlessness 
which  can be increased by folding, rotating or 
sliding seats
- Furniture design which has to be designed with 
regards to movement of passenger in microgravity 
and has to be coated with soft materials
- Fittings and equipment which should not be 
tightly attached (impact injury risk) (Cermak, 
2008)
- Physical body envelope – The interior of the space 
module must accommodate not only the static 
human body but also the body when it performs 
required activities. Approximate body motion 
envelope in weightlessness for changing the body 
position is 122 cm (NASA-STD-3000-8.6.2.3-1).
- The design, decor, and lightning of the space 
module interior should be configured to enhance 
the performance, safety and comfort of the 
crewmembers (NASA-STD-3000-8.2.2.8).
- Placement of lightweight bags for personal needs  
should be considered (e.g., dead spaces under the 
seats).
- Number of handles to enable activities like 
taking a picture during weightlessness should be 
considered.
- Soft materials should be used for interior 
coating.
- Placement of wall integrated straps near windows 
and floor for movement in microgravity should be 
considered.
- Flat straps (belt-like) can be placed and designed 
to enable movement in microgravity. 

2.3. Window design constraints and 
recommendations:
- Window size design should comply with material 
and manufacture possibilities.
- Due to the possibility of acceleration sickness 

or other personal difficulties, passengers should be 
able to observe the Earth and space from the basic 
position of their seats during all the flight.
- Passengers may change the seat settings according 
to personal requirements to optimize the view.
- Individual window for each passenger increases  
the observation experience. “Windows allow the 
crewmember to focus on objects (such as Earth) 
outside the space module. This can significantly 
increase the sense of spaciousness and psychological 
well-being of the crewmember.” (NASA-STD-
3000-8.11.2.1)
- Bright interior illumination may degrade dark 
adaptation required for celestial viewing (NASA-
STD-3000-8.11.2.1).
- A square or rectangular window shape with flat 
frame edges can provide the viewer with helpful 
orientation cues in microgravity. Round windows 
do not provide these cues. 
- Body restraints compatible with the viewing task 
must be provided for microgravity conditions. The 
restraints should allow the full size range of users 
to position themselves for viewing (NASA-STD-
3000-8.11.2.1).
- Window should be equipped with shading system 
to prevent eye injury from direct glare or dangerous 
radiation.
 
2.4. Spaceflight risks and safety considerations:
- Safety of the crew has to be secured
- Safety of passengers during  possible weightlessness 
interactions with other passengers has to be 
secured
- Space suit, camera and communication interfaces 
should have a safe design for a microgravity 
activity.
- Risk of injury to untrained and inexperienced 
passenger by hitting the interior equipment  during 
the weightlessness time. Fittings should not be 
strongly attached. 
- Passengers have to get back to be restrained to 
their seats in time after the weightlessness period.
- Six or four point seat belts for higher security can 
be considered.
- It should be considered during design that methods 
and procedures of restraining untrained passengers 
during the weightlessness are not tested or defined.
- There is no standard to design space vehicle against 
space sickness. 
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- Acceleration sickness has to be taken into 
account due to the possible high G load. Note 
that the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
guidelines state: “In general, the acceleration 
envelope recommended for the aerospace vehicle 
should not exceed +4GZ (-2GZ), ± 4 GX and ± 
1GY.” (McDonald, 2006)
- Control of all the allowed floating objects should 
be considered.
- Emergency exit strategy

3. INTERIOR SAFETY DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
There are a number of very special conditions 
which passengers of commercial suborbital space 
flight will experience and which were are dealt 
with during an airplane flight. The challenge is 
to find safe solutions and synergies for interior 
design while keeping in mind freedom of 
passenger movement in the cabin, good window 
view during all the flight phases, restraining 
mechanisms, G load mitigation, interaction of 
passengers, and other factors. 

3.1. Noise and vibration
The term “noise” can be defined as an undesired 
sound. Therefore classification of sound as a noise 
depends on individual’s perception and personal 
response to specific sound (DeHart, 2002). Noise 
can be also defined as unwanted or annoying 
sound which can cause distraction, discomfort, 
headache, vertigo, nausea, ear pain and eardrum 
rupture (Antuñano, 2006). Vibration affects the 
entire human body and can cause impaired vision, 
impaired fine psychomotor coordination, fatigue, 
discomfort or pain and body injury (Antuñano, 
2006). Vibrations affecting the human body in the 
spacecraft result from the contact of the body with 
sound pressure waves (DeHart, 2002) or contact 
of the body directly with a vibrating structure or 
element (passenger’s seat, arm rests, floor etc.).  
The risk of noise and vibration during the flight 
is very high. Noise and vibration is produced by 
rocket propulsion systems, jet engines, thrusters, 
hydraulic and electric actuators, pressurization 
systems, air conditioning systems and aerodynamic 
interaction between air and the surface of the 
spacecraft during atmospheric flight (Antuñano, 
2006). Therefore various countermeasures should 
be taken into account during the spacecraft interior 

fig 3 - CSA engineering - Taurus/STEX flight test 

fig 4 - CSA engineering - UniFlex isolator and 
ShockRings 
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design to prevent unwanted noise and vibrations and 
possible frequency modulation interference. 

There are various noise and vibration mitigation 
techniques. CSA engineering offers complex 
solution products for vibration, noise and shock 
mitigation (fig 3) e.g., tuned mass dampers and 
absorbers, SoftRide vibration isolation systems using 
UniFlex isolators, ShockRings (fig 4), Dash-Zero 
suspension gravity systems or Airborne Stabilization 
/ Vibration Isolation Systems. For understanding 
and describing the vibrations influencing human 
body, a standardized coordinate system is generally 
used (fig 5). Acceleration is the method used for 
vibration description and it is expressed in terms of 
G (G=9.80665 m/s2) (DeHart, 2002).
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fig 5 - Coordinate system of a human body

fig 6 - Example of suborbital flight to altitude of 
100km (70s of high 4.5 Gx during ascent, 220s of 
weightlessness and 60s of 6 Gx during reentry 

fig 7 - Visual symptoms and unconsciousness 
development relative to acceleration and time

3.2. G load effects - acceleration
FAA guidelines state the recommended acceleration 
envelope for the aerospace vehicle carrying 
passengers that should not exceed +4Gz (-2Gz), ± 
4 Gx and ± 1Gy (McDonald, 2006). 

Suborbital commercial flight will expose 
passengers to high acceleration mainly during 
rocket launch and atmospheric reentry (fig 6). 
Acceleration force can be considered as a major risk 
factor for passenger health and also a major factor 
for passenger selection. The preflight passenger 
training (e.g., anti-G straining maneuvre) and tests 
in a centrifuge, where passenger can experience G 
force in controlled environment, could therefore 
be an obligatory medical procedure to receive 
permission to fly (Quinn, 2006). 

The G force in the commercial spacecraft should 
not exceed 4 Gx for longer than one minute with 
possible 7 Gx load during much shorter periods. 
The Gz forces which passengers may experience 
during the flight will be much less stressful then 
Gx forces. Therefore a passenger’s capability to 
withstand specific magnitude/time of Gx force may 
become one of the main demands on passenger’s 
health (McDonald, 2006).

Health problems associated with acceleration 
forces are related to cardiovascular, neurological 
and musculoskeletal systems. To mitigate the G 
force effect G forces are preferentially directed in 
X axis (front-to-back) relative to human body (fig 
5). The reason for this is to position the brain and 
heart in approximately same perpendicular plane 
to acceleration forces, which reduces the risk of 
G-induced loss of consciousness (fig 7, fig 8) 
(Antuñano, 2006). The musculoskeletal problems 
can be avoided if the position of passenger’s body 
is stabilized during acceleration or deceleration 
forces. The head, neck and spine should stay 
in fixed position during high Gx exposure and 
should be supported by the rigid structure of the 
passenger seat. Rapid changes of acceleration can 
cause G induced loss of consciousness without 
visual symptoms. Unprotected tolerance of Gz 
force is therefore set for a healthy human body 
to +3Gz and for rapid-onset G forces to +3.5Gz 
with a gradual increase profile. Individuals with 
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weaker cardiovascular systems will have reduced 
tolerances. More attention should be taken if the 
acceleration exposure in Z axis direction lasts 
more then 5 seconds (fig 8). Limits for Gz exposure 
can be then decreased with regards to the time of 
exposure (Antuñano, 2006). 

3.3. Radiation - solar, galactic cosmic rays
Another constraint of suborbital flight is a 
higher risk of radiation exposure to the human 
body. The main sources of radiation come from 
geomagnetically trapped radiation, solar radiation 
(including flare events), and galactic cosmic 
radiation. (Antuñano, 2006; Spacereview, 2005) 
In general, the possible dose rate affecting the 
human body depends on altitude and inclination of 
the suborbital spacecraft. Higher altitudes as well 
as higher inclinations (South Atlantic Anomaly) 
increase the risk of higher radiation exposure 
(Antuñano, 2006).

Risks related to solar radiation will depend on 
solar activity. For passengers of suborbital flights, 
who will not fly frequently, the time spent at high 
altitudes will be short and solar radiation exposure 
risks are very low. The solar radiation should not 
affect the passenger’s health, however the risk of 
this radiation exposure is still higher than on the 
Earth surface (Antuñano, 2006). The flare events 
related to the solar cycle increase the solar radiation 
risk. Nevertheless these events can be predicted 
several hours in advance thus the suborbital flight 
can be rescheduled in case of risk (Spacereview, 
2005).

Galactic cosmic radiation above 25 km is 
constituted of 80% protons, 19% alpha particles 
and 1% of heavier nuclei, which can cause 
damage to human cells (Verghese, 2007), thus a 
shielding system should be taken in consideration 
during the design process. The theoretical model 
of  30 minutes flight (fig 9) for suborbital vehicle 
estimates a conservative whole body dose per flight 
no more than 0.0053 mSv. One suborbital flight is 
thus equivalent to a 1/10 of typical two-view chest 
X-ray medical examination which  expose the body 
to a dose of 0.06 - 0.25 mSv. 300 suborbital flights 
per year are thus equivalent to general population 
background dose of 2 mSv annually (Spacereview, 

fig 8 - Acceleration during ascent (dash-dotted line) 
and reentry (dotted line) interpreted from fig 6

fig 9 - Assumed suborbital flight dose rates including 
vehicular shielding relative to altitude of flight based 
on the above flight profile. Total flight time 30 minutes 
(Spacereview, 2005)

2005). The Concorde supersonic airplane flying at 
an altitude of 10 - 15 km, exposed passengers to 
doses of 0.10 - 0.23 mSv per day, whilst Skylab, 
with structural shielding, orbiting  in low earth orbit 
with an altitude of 435 km and at an inclination of 
50 degrees, exposed its inhabitants to 0.6–0.9 mSv 
per a day (Spacereview, 2005). The conclusion 
for interior design is that there are potential health 
risks from radiation and therefore an appropriate 
shielding system has to be designed with emphasis 
on window structure since observation is a major 
activity during the suborbital flight.

3.4. Microgravity 
Microgravity experienced by passengers during 
suborbital commercial flight will differ from 
microgravity experienced during parabolic 
flight or microgravity at International Space 
Station. The main difference is in the total time 
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Altitude (km)

7.5
15
30
45
60
90
120

Equivalent whole body 
dose (mSv/day)
0.17
0.24
0.29
0.32
0.35
0.40
0.46

Time (seconds)

920
340
280
280
220
220
220
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in the microgravity environment. Space motion 
sickness and physiological changes depend on an 
individual’s capability to cope with microgravity 
environment and on the duration of the exposure 
to the microgravity environment. The bone loss 
and other biological effects of reduced gravity 
exposure usually appear after hours or days 
and therefore they are not considered on short 
duration microgravity flights (Antuñano, 2006; 
Spacereview, 2005). During the suborbital 
flight  passengers are in weightlessness when the 
spacecraft is tracing the parabolic trajectory peak 
at high altitude.  Microgravity of short or moderate 
duration will probably not produce or initiate any 
apparent physiological changes or effects and 
therefore can be safely experienced by passengers 
(Verghese, 2007).

The microgravity environment created by 
parabolic flights lasts approximately 20 seconds 
and microgravity conditions are repeated during 
one flight about 20 times. This flight profile of 
rapidly changed trajectory can exacerbate the 
autonomic reactions of some individuals who can 
develop autonomic reactions such as illusions, 
mild symptoms of motion sickness, vomiting, 
weakness, pallor, sweating and nausea. The 
passengers of suborbital flights will be exposed to 
just one short to moderate period of microgravity 
(e.g., 5 minutes), therefore effects of motion 
sickness should be minor compare to passenger’s 
experience during parabolic flights (Quinn, 2006). 
Nevertheless the most evident risk of short time 
weightlessness exposure is still motion sickness or 
nausea. Therefore releasing passengers from their 
seats just for the period of couple of minutes before 
the deceleration phase of flight may be impractical 
if any event occurs. Nauseated passenger can 
trigger nausea in other passengers. The danger to 
the passenger’s health increases if the passengers 
are equipped with closed helmets. Passengers 
could cause themselves serious injury by vomiting 
inside the helmet and pressure suit. The risk of 
nausea in microgravity can be remarkably reduced 
if the provocative motions of the head are avoided. 
Motion sickness can be mitigated by fixing the head 
in one position or by taking medications in advance 
(Spacereview, 2005). For a short term period of 
microgravity, it is therefore the safest condition 

when all the passengers are strapped to their seats 
and thus floating in weightlessness environment will 
be avoided. During the first flights it is probable that 
passengers will have to stay strapped to their seats 
due to safety of passengers and the flight. There is 
a high risk that inexperienced passengers will not 
return to their seats in time before atmospheric 
reentry. After a few flights and practical experience 
with passengers’ behavior, the training and mission 
can be adjusted according to experimentally gained 
knowledge and passengers can be allowed to move 
around the cabin freely (NewScientistSpace, 2007). 

3.5. Personal well-being 
Common migraine can appear during the acceleration 
or deceleration flight phase and can be accompanied 
by nausea vomiting, photophobia, phonophobia, 
scalp sensitivity and prostration (DeHart, 2002). 
General preference of dark and quiet space can be 
supported by adjustable environment of passenger 
seat. Each window may be equipped with a set 
of filters and shades for setting up optimal visual 
perception for each passenger. Uncomfortable 
quick head movements can be mitigated by placing 
the passenger’s interface in the window view 
angle. Possible passenger’s proclivity to syncope 
as a sudden loss of consciousness and disturbance 
of homeostasis should be detected during the 
preparation training for the suborbital flight and 
possible risks considered (DeHart, 2002). 

3.6. Emergency lighting system
For recognition of exits in the emergency situation 
under special conditions (e.g., in a dark or smoke-
filled cabin), the use of distinctive seat covering and 
an under-seat strobe light in the corridor and at exit 
locations are required. Exit locating signs are also 
required above each emergency exit. Emergency 
illumination has to be operational from the flight 
crew station, and has to be available in the event of 
the main lighting system failing (Dougherty et al., 
1966).
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3.7. Restraining system & protective gear
The recommended restrain system is composed 
of two shoulder belts and a lap belt (fig 16). The 
shoulder belts should be independent of the lap 
restraining system (fig 17) because the possible 
attachment can cause lift the lap belt over the 
pelvis to the abdomen and can cause discomfort or 
injury during high acceleration (Gx or Gz forces) 
(DeHart, 2002). 

The next component of the restraining system can 
be an ultra light G-force helmet (fig 12) protecting 
the passenger head and restraining movement 
of the passenger head forward by a flexible lock 
attached to the G-force suite (fig 14). Another 
and more robust restraining system against 
unwanted forwards movement of the passenger’s 
head  can be an extra restraining device (fig 13). 
Both systems are restraining just the X-Z head 
movement. Head turns in X-Y plane (of passenger 
coordinate system - fig 5) are not restrained and 
thus window lookout during the flight is possible. 
These systems are tested and used for F1 racing. 
The passenger’s safety requirements with regards 
to safety and emergency possibilities will probably 
determine whether just G-force Nomex type suits  
(fig 14) are suitable to meet safety parameters or a 
life supporting pressurized Spacesuit (fig 15) will 
be necessary. While the first option offers more 
comfort, basic protection against G force and maybe 
more sensation of the flight, the second offers, in 20 
kg of total mass, integrated life support functions 
for 30 minutes, 15 minute backup pressurization 
(in case of lost cabin pressure), health system 
monitoring and a complex audio visual system (fig 
15). 

fig 12 - Hans - Open face fibreglass shell helmet 
with G-flow ventilation system attached to a G-force 
suite 

fig 13 - Hans - Restraining extra device is designed 
for specific seatback angle. For purpose of adjustable 
seat would this device need additional mechanism 
development. 

fig 14 - G-force Nomex suite (left) 

fig 16 - Probability of lethal injury estimated from 
impact tests of baboons restrained by lap belt or 
lap belt and two shoulder straps

fig 15 - Industrial Suborbital Spacesuit IS3 (right) 

fig 10 - Wesco - 5 point belt, quick release unit
fig 11 - Wesco - 4 point belt

fig 17 - Wesco - independent lap belt with hip rubs
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3.8. Seat design
The passenger’s safety very much depends on the 
passenger’s fit in the seat. While it is recommended 
that the rigid (DeHart, 2002) structure of the seat 
supports the passenger’s body well, we can not 
assume just one size passengers. Fully adjustable 
seat model (fig 18) describes the maximum 
configuration (right) and minimum configuration 
(left) of a fully stretchable seat assembly. 

11 - seat frame
12 - slidable multiple panel element
14 - upper back panel
15 - hinges on the panels
16 - lower back panel
17 - hinges on the panels
18 - headrest
19 - articulated joint
20 - rear seat panel
22 - slidable front seat panel
24 - slidable footrest
26 - lower leg panel
28 - adjustable armrest
29 - slots for adjustable armrest
(fig 18) (Barackman et al., 2006)

The stretchable seat assembly describes which parts 
of the seat are important to design for flexibility, to 
meet personal requirements, and what parts the seat 
assembly should have. Following the principles 
of fixed frame and moving panels (fig 18) we can 
achieve maximum performance and comfort of the 
seat for most human body sizes. 

The designer’s challenge is thus to find out the 
compromise between best performance of a 
restraint system and maximally adjustable seat type 
and safe seat design during high acceleration and 
microgravity. It is obvious that seat safety issues 
are directly related to the spacecraft’s range of 
flight profiles. Different spacecraft will therefore 
have different interior and seat design according 
to direction and magnitude of G forces impacting 
on passengers and availability of free movement in 
cabin during weightlessness.

The optimal seat design for suborbital flights should 
have a rigid contour body support system, (fig 19, 
20, 21) slight contouring to support body position, 
dimensions that accommodate large variations in 
body size (seat settings), rigid light sheet structure, 
padding against vibration and impacts, and minimal 

fig 18 - Articulated stretchable seat assembly

fig 19 - Spaceshuttle simmulator

fig 20 - Ferrari F430 Stradale, 2007

fig 21 - Lamborghini Gallardo, 2008
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cushioning to reduce flight fatigue. Seat armrest 
should be adjustable and should be able to carry the 
mass of a body through the arms (Z acceleration) 
(DeHart, 2002).
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4. EXAMPLES OF REUSABLE LAUNCH 
VEHICLES

4.1. Virgin Galactic
Interior designer - Seymourpowell
Configuration - HTHL, Two Stage To Orbit 
(TSTO)
Readiness level - Virgin Galactic’s SpaceshipTwo 
should be ready to flight test in 2008.

Flight profile - The SpaceshipTwo (SST) is 
carried by the WhiteKnight carrier mother ship to 
15.2 km above sea level. SST is dropped and the 
hybrid rocket engine is fired. SST accelerates and 
passengers will experience 4Gx during ascent and 
will reach an altitude of 110 km.  Passengers will 
experience 6Gx, 3Gz* during reentry braking in 
feather wing configuration to 21 km. Finally SST 
changes wing configuration to glider and lands 
horizontally.
Flight duration: 2.5 h
Microgravity duration: 5 min (passengers are 
free)
Time to return to seat: 40 seconds
Passengers: 6, Crew: 2 (1 co-pilot is for redundancy  
and for passenger supervision)
Cabin diameter: 2 280 mm (interior, fig 23)
Window diameter: 431 mm, 330 mm 
(Dexigner, 2006; Dancewithshadows, 2008; Virgin 
Galactic, 2008)

The interior was designed to maximize the 
microgravity experience. Six reclining seats (3 in 
2 rows) will move from their 60° upright angle 
position during take off and initial flight (fig 24, 
fig 26) to an almost horizontal position once the 
microgravity is reached (fig 25). Folded down 
seats will thus create space without barriers for 
the free movement of passengers in the cabin. 
Passengers should come back to their horizontally 
positioned seats after 4 minutes of free movement 
in weightlessness, restrain themselves and get 
ready for descent. All procedures should not take 
more than 40 seconds (Dexigner, 2006). In case 
that a passenger does not reach their seat, the floor 
of the spacecraft is designed to be used during 
landing (Space, 2006). During reentry passengers 
stay in a horizontal position. The seats return to 
the upright position for the glide and landing. 

fig 23 - SpaceshipTwo cabin section

fig 26 - SpaceshipTwo - 60° upright seat position 

fig 25 - SpaceshipTwo - horizontal seat position 

fig 22 - WhiteKnightTwo carrying SpaceshipTwo

fig 24 - SpaceshipTwo - 60° upright seat position
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* Data from designer

There are 15 circular windows in the cabin, with 
integral handholds for passengers’ sightseeing.  
The Bulkhead divides passengers and pilots and is 
equipped with a screen projecting additional flight 
information. Space suits will be equipped with 
cameras and personal data recorders (Space, 2006). 
The interior of the spacecraft is pressurized.
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4.2. EADS Astrium
Interior designer - Marc Newson
Configuration - HTHL, Single Stage To Orbit 
(SSTO)
Readiness level - Start of development early 2008, 
operations would begin by 2012

Flight profile - The EADS rocket plane takes off 
horizontally (fig 27) and proceeds via 45 minute 
cruise, using its turbo jet engines, to an altitude 
of 12 km, where the rocket engine is ignited. The 
spacecraft is boosted to an almost vertical attitude. 
Passengers will experience 3Gx during 90 seconds 
ascent. Rocket propulsion is shut down at 60 km. 
Spacecraft ascends, thanks to inertia, to just over 
100 km. Aerobraking begins after 3 minutes of 
microgravity. During descent passengers will 
experience 4.5Gx to altitude of 12 km, where 
the jet engines are started again. Finally after 30 
minutes of atmospheric flight the rocket plane 
lands horizontally.
Flight duration: 1.5 h
Microgravity duration: 3 min (passengers are 
free)
Time to return to seat: TBD
Passengers: 4, Crew: 1 
Cabin diameter: 2300 mm (estimated, interior)
Window diameter: 400 mm (estimated)

Cabin interior design is based on the principle of 
maximizing the volume available per passenger 
for microgravity free-float around the cabin. 
There are 4 pivoting seats. The pilot’s cabin and 
passengers’ cabin are not separated. There are 
15 windows with highlighted handles dedicated 
for passenger viewing of approximately 400 mm 
in diameter (dimension estimated from graphic 
presentations). Passengers are accommodated in 
rigid structure hammock like seats (fig 28) which 
pivot from boarding position (fig 30) around 
two joints to align passengers with G force in X 
axis of the passenger’s body (fig 5). Passengers 
are equipped just with lap belts. The seats pivot 
during launch acceleration and they return to the 
boarding (weightlessness) position at the time 
of microgravity. The seat pivot system reacts 
automatically to acceleration G forces. The seat 
pivot system in  the specified flight profile prevents 
any acceleration from head to foot. The interior of 

fig 30 - Boarding, weightlessness seat config. 

fig 29 - G load flight seat configuration 

fig 28 - EADS - Seat hammock like design 

fig 27 - EADS rocket plane 
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spacecraft is fully pressurized. The hammock seat 
design is a universal one size seat. It is based on 
a rigid shell, which is padded on the inner side by 
20 mm stiff foam and covered by leather (EADS 
Astrium, 2007; Personalspaceflight, 2007).
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4.3. VSH
Interior design:
 - Seat design:  Strate Collége designers
Configuration - HTHL, TSTO
Readiness level - VSH concept design was 
primarily designed for carrying satellites to low 
earth orbit. A manned version was first considered 
in 2002. 

Flight profile - VSH is carried by a conventional 
aircraft (first stage) to a specific altitude where it is 
detached and fires its rocket engine for 70 seconds. 
VSH reaches an altitude of 100 km at a speed of 
3.5 MACH. During the spaceflight 2 microjets will 
be used to improve spacecraft trajectory control. 
Passengers will experience weightlessness. Descent 
reentry G loads are controlled by maneuvering. 
VSH glides back to the home base runway.
Flight duration: 1 h (approximately)
Microgravity duration: TBD
Time to return to seat: TBD
Passengers: 6, Crew: TBD
Cabin diameter: 2400 mm (exterior)
Window dimensions: TBD

The interior of this spacecraft contains 6 seats in 3 
rows (fig 32). The middle row is elevated relative to 
side rows. The free-float of passengers in the cabin 
is not mentioned. Passengers are thus restrained 
to the seats for the entire period of the flight. 
The spacecraft is equipped with large windows 
above the heads of middle row passengers and 
smaller horizontal windows on both sides of the 
spacecraft.

Each passenger will be equipped with personal 
communications, navigation and mission status 
interfaces also serving as a communication with 
Earth.

Passenger seat design is based on the Zvezda K36D 
ejection seat (fig 33). The passenger seat does not 
change position during the flight. The back seat 
(fig 34) is composed of 6 padded elements fixed to 
a rigid structure with a 5 point seat belt. Passengers 
will wear special pressure intra-vehicular suits 
(Hobbyspace, 2006).

fig 32 - VSH interior

fig 31 - VSH

fig 34 - Blackdiamond seat design for VSH spacecraft 
- Strate Collége designers 

fig 33 - Zvezda K36D
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5. CONCEPT SILVERBIRD

5.1. Introduction
As mentioned above, the interior design of a 
commercial suborbital spacecraft depends on the 
purpose of flight, flight envelope, trajectory and type 
of the spacecraft.  The Silverbird interior concept 
design is based on the Silverbird spacecraft concept 
which was created to present specific ideas of 
interior design which follow the main requirements 
of the flight and flight profile. The Silverbird 
concept spacecraft is a commercial spacecraft; 
the purpose of which is mainly transcontinental 
transportation and sightseeing flight. Single stage 
to orbit rocket planes horizontally taking off and 
landing on usual civil airports would serve as very 
fast and comfortable means of transport, giving 
its passengers the possibility to also experience 
the microgravity environment. Space tourism 
experience of microgravity would not be thus 
the primary purpose of Silverbird’s commercial 

fig 37 - Silverbird - flight profile - trajectory from point A to point B
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suborbital flight.  The Silverbird interior concept 
design is based on the main objectives of the flight 
and safety during the flight. The safety of passengers 
was considered during the design process of 
Silverbird’s interior as well as an approach to bring 
an innovative design which could help to deal with 
and discover the unexplored sphere of commercial 
suborbital flights. 

Silverbird’s interior can accommodate eight 
passengers and two pilots. A co-pilot is available 
to act as passenger support and a microgravity 

fig. 35 - Silverbird - copyright Ondrej Doule 

 A  B

5.2. Flight profile

fig 36 - Google Earth  - trajectory example
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instructor  during the flight if necessary. The paper 
will now introduce Silverbird suborbital spacecraft 
interior concept design from large to small scale, 
starting with the flight profile and ending with a 
detailed passenger seat design description. 

The single stage to orbit spacecraft takes off 
horizontally from a conventional airport powered by 
two turbo jet engines. These carry the spacecraft to 
an altitude of approximately 15 km where a rocket 
engine takes over. Passengers will experience up to 
+3.5 Gx (according to flight trajectory and distance 
of destination) and the spacecraft is carried to a 
specified height of 70 km. The length of duration 
and magnitude of Gx forces are thus depending on 
flight trajectory and should not exceed 60 seconds 
and 3.5 Gx. Inertial force of the spacecraft flying 
at hypersonic speed may bring Silverbird into a 
microgravity environment, where,   when instructed, 
passengers may take off their 6 point seat belts 
and may experience microgravity just in the area 
around their seats. Passengers will be instructed 
on how to behave in a microgravity environment 
and the co-pilot will be available as an instructor. 
Due to the possibility of acceleration sickness or  
other personal difficulties of some passengers, all 
passengers will be instructed to act just in the area 

of their seat (“personal seat space” - back to front 
2000 mm, circle sector section 1500 / 800 mm). 
Some flight participants may stay restrained during 
all the flight and thus their “personal seat space” 
should not be intruded on by other passengers. 
Sixty seconds before the end of the microgravity 
period passengers will be requested to get back to 
the seats. Passengers will be instructed on how to 
proceed and in case of difficulty a “safety lever 
design” (fig 43) should help them to get back  into 
the seats and get restrained by their 6 point seatbelts 
in time. Suborbital flight continues by ballistic 
freefall of the spacecraft. Silverbird will use small  
thrusters  in the front and rear ends of the fuselage 
for trajectory corrections during the microgravity 
period. Silverbird’s longitudinal axis is identical 
with the spacecraft trajectory during all the flight 
phases including atmospheric reentry.  Passengers 
will experience -Gx force during reentry, which will 
be mitigated by slow aerobraking (by speed brakes). 
Maneuvering and the overall trajectory efficiency 
calculation is based on the distance/altitude/
propellant most effective solution. Silverbird will 
use its inertial force to reach the prescribed distance 
and will brake down continuously during the 
descent. The jet engines will take over as soon as 
necessary for maneuvering and horizontal landing 
on conventional airport runway. 

fig 38 - Silverbird - spacecraft concept design
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5.3. Spacecraft
Silverbird’s spacecraft concept design (fig 35, 38) 
is a tribute to the Blackbird SR-71 manufactured 
by Lockheed Skunk Works and designed by 
Swedish engineer Clarence Leonard “Kelly” 
Johnson (1910-1990). The Silverbird concept is 
designed for zero angle of attack flight as a rocket 
plane with 2 turbo jets, one rocket engine and 
small thrusters for high altitude flight trajectory 
corrections.

5.4. Interior
Eight passengers are comfortably accommodated 
in adjustable seats (the bottom seat part provides 
for vertical adjustment for a window lookout). 
There are two windows dedicated to each 
passenger. There is a large horizontal window 
for comfortable observing during the flight and 
a zenith window. The passengers’ cabin has thus 
16 windows. The spacecraft has one entrance at 
the front and one emergency exit at the rear of the 
cabin. Pilots are separated by a side sliding door 
from the passengers’ cabin during the flight but 
they have possibility to enter the passengers’ cabin 
if necessary and during the microgravity period 
of flight. Passengers do not have the possibility 
to enter the cockpit and the passengers’ cabin 
is constantly monitored by pilot and co-pilot. 
Silverbird is not equipped with a toilet, bar or 
other additional service room in this configuration. 
Compartments opposite the entrance door and 
behind the passenger cabin are dedicated to life 
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support system and environmental control system 
unit and equipment. The entire front part of the 
spacecraft fuselage (fig 39) is acoustically insulated 
from the rear of the spacecraft. Acoustic insulation 
includes also an anti-vibration system. The fuselage 
dual shell and anti-vibration junction of primary 
(exterior) and secondary (interior - pressure load 
bearing) structure should mitigate vibration in the 
cabin interior to comfortable levels. The interior 
will be fully pressurized.

5.5. Passenger’s space
The interior design principles of the Silverbird 
concept are safety and comfort. The entire interior 
will be coated by spaceflight safe, 20 mm thick, 
soft material. Seat space, where the passenger will 
be accommodated for flight of maximum 2 hours, 
will be fully equipped with necessary interfaces and 
designed to be as safe and comfortable as possible. 
Large horizontal windows dominate the passenger’s 
space and attract their attention during all flight 
phases. Interface displays seat and sight controls are 
all integrated in the interior structure of fuselage. 
Elevated shapes and plastic embossment of the 
interior surface show to the passenger the border of 
his seat space and does not restrain him in movement 
(fig 42). The plastic shaping of the interior space will 
also visually evoke a bigger space then it actually 
is. Elevated surfaces and edges of the cabin interior 
will have safe radii and soft padding from safe 
materials so there will be no risk of impact injury 
(fig 40, 41). The fuselage wall’s fully integrated 

fig 39 - Silverbird - longitudinal section and plan of front part of the spacecraft
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handrails will allow to passenger in microgravity 
to easily adjust body position and to return back to 
the seat. Handrails and handles are not continuous 
between passengers spaces but are designed and 
located in the area of passenger’s ”personal seat 

fi g 41 - Silverbird - passenger cabin detail - longitudinal section 

fi g 42 - Silverbird - passenger cabin detail - longitudinal section - passengers in microgravity period 
- highlited passenger’s “personal seat space”

space” (fi g 42) where the passenger should stay 
for all the fl ight including the microgravity period 
(restrained to the seat or free fl oating) due to possible 
risks, during interaction between passengers. The 
passenger’s “personal seat space” also includes a 
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fi g 40 - Silverbird - passenger cabin detail - cross sections  
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special, microgravity safe luggage box for basic 
travellers needs (fi g 40, 41). The box is designed 
to carry one briefcase and other small individual 
needs and is locked to the fl oor of spacecraft (4 
points) and to the side wall (1 point). 

5.6. Seat design
Passenger seats are designed to be adjustable to 
accommodate most of sizes. It has rigid contour 
body support and it is composed of 4 main 
adjustable body supporting parts and an adjustable 
safety lever. The headrest and rear panel, bottom 
seat panel, lower leg panel and footrest are the 
main parts. The structure of the seat is based on a 
rigid light metal sheet frame with telescopic arm 
for elevation move forward (fi g 47). The prefl ight 
personal settings are important since the seat is 
designed to automatically adjustable if necessary. 
The big volume headrest has the function of 
a safety impact bumper in case of passengers’ 
diffi culties during the microgravity period (fi g 44). 
The seat structure will be jointed to the fuselage 
structure by anti-vibration joints and the entire seat 
will be padded to prevent impact injury by soft and 
safe material. It will have just minimal cushioning 
to prevent fl ight fatigue. An important part of the 
seat is the safety lever (fi g 44), which is designed 
specially for the microgravity period. This lever 
serves during the fl ight as an arm rest and body 
support for the passenger’s body. In microgravity 

(as well as during the boarding time) this lever will 
deploy in front of the passenger and will “hide” 
below the (front passenger’s) back of the seat (fi g 
48). The lever has one major joint connected to 
the footrest and fl oor and two deployable handles 
in the middle of the lever (adjustable). When the 
microgravity free time is over and passenger has to 
get back to the seat, this lever can help the passenger 
to move back to the seat in the right position in case 
that the passenger has diffi culty with movement 
in microgravity. The passenger will climb down 
using an arc shape integrated handrail next to the 
horizontal window. The passenger will set his body 
position to face to the front of the spacecraft and 
will grab the top handle on the lever (fi g 43). The 
passenger will then activate the lever mechanism 
with the free hand and the lever will slowly move 
the passenger back to the seat. The lever has two 

fi g 44 - Silverbird - “personal seat space”
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fi g 43 - Silverbird - seat detail
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handles. The bottom one is for support of the 
passenger’s leg to help him to control the lever 
movement and to get safely back to the seat. After 
the passenger sits back on the seat the handles on 
the lever keep the passenger’s leg down and thus 
the passenger can quit holding the lever handle and 
is free to lock their lap belt and afterwards also 
their two shoulder belts without any problems. 
Two handles can be folded back into the structure 
of the safety lever. 

The proposed restraining system consists of 
independent two-point lap belt and two independent 
two-point shoulder belts (as a backpack) possibly 
to lock on the chest and also the above mentioned 
safety lever mechanism designed especially for 
microgravity (fi g 45).

Windows and handrails are ergonomically designed 
for one passenger in the seat position (fi g 46, 47). 
The horizontal window design is based on human 
visual perception since the horizontal perception 
prevails (horizontal view angle is bigger then 
vertical). Therefore a large horizontal window will 
offer very comfortable sightseeing. The size of the 
window can be reduced by offsetting the window 
shape according to the material properties used for 
manufacturing. Observation will be major activity 
during all the fl ight therefore a large size and 
ergonomically designed window can also be one 

of the drivers of passenger’s fl ight and spacecraft 
choice. The window will be equipped with a set 
of automatic and adjustable fi lters including an 
emergency window shut down. Automatic fi lters 
or shading systems are necessary because of risk 
of direct glare during the fl ight and the big size of 
the window. The automatic shading system will 
serve also as shielding against dangerous radiation, 
which is a constant health risk at higher altitudes 
to passengers’ eyes. Furthermore the personally 
adjustable fi lters will be available for personal view 
preference or settings. Window controls will be part 
of the deployable interface integrated in the cabin 
wall. Passenger can also enjoy a zenith window 
which is placed ergonomically for a sitting passenger 
in basic position (fi g 46), (most of the fl ight time). 
This window is also equipped by a set of adjustable 
fi lters and the comfort of observing space will be 
increased by well chosen dark material padding 
around the window.

5.7. Seat design - anti-Gx force adjustment
A transforming seat design is proposed to  supplement 
the Silverbird’s interior design to increase comfort 
during the commercial suborbital fl ight (fi g 47). 
The principle of transforming is based on seat 
movement forward and upward. The fi nal position 
should secure more safety for passenger during high 
acceleration. The human body in its fi nal position is 
more “straight” compared to the basic seat position 

fi g 45 - Silverbird - cross section - seat restraining system

HORIZONTAL WINDOW

ZENITH WINDOW

INDEPENDENT TWO-POINT 
SHOULDER BELT

SHOULDER BELTS CHEST LOCK
LAP BELT

DEPLOYED PASSENGER’S 
INTERFACE

SAFETY LEVER
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(fig 46) and is thus perpendicular to acting G force 
(G force has the same direction as X axis of human 
body (fig 5)). The passenger’s outlook during flight 
on the transformed seat is limited in horizontal range 
by the seat’s movement forward. Nevertheless the 
window shape design is in synergy with the seat 
movement so the passenger has even good side 
view during high acceleration. Window curve 
directing down is following the passenger’s head 
inclination (fig 47).  Possible glare in transformed 
position is not so dangerous since the surface of 
the window available in passenger’s view angle 
is reduced 3 times. The transformation of the seat 
is followed by transformation of the safety lever 
which simply slides in over its own structure in 
a forward direction and the entire lever turns 
upward according to seat movements. Control of 
transformation in both directions would be operated 
automatically, or by co-pilot depending on G load. 
Passengers would be informed and instructed 
about all the procedures of flight before the flight 
and during the flight on their personal deployable 
interface. Seat transformation according to flight 
profile is explained on fig 49.

5.8. Conclusion
Silverbird design differs from Virgin Galactic 
or EADS in following ways: flight purpose, 
passengers interaction, and safety issues. The 
Silverbird interior is based on a transcontinental 
transportation flight profile. Interior cabin layout 
is designed to isolate passengers. Nevertheless it 
offers free float conditions during microgravity 
(fig 48). The design principles stem from space 
travel sightseeing, weightlessness constraints and 
risk & safety issues analyzed above. 

The Silverbird interior emphasizes passenger 
comfort throughout all flight phases. This includes 
allowing the passenger to choose between free float 
or remaining restrained during the microgravity 
phase of the flight. Interior design should serve 
individual transportation needs as well as group 
sightseeing tours and destination flights. The 
spacecraft would also serve as a very fast means 
of transport.

The Silverbird interior offers another view on 
suborbital travel and passenger safety. The 

fig 47- Seat detail - maximum Gx load position 

fig 46 - Seat detail  - flight position  

fig 48 - Seat detail - microgravity, boarding 

proposed concept is trying to deal with major risks 
during the flight, although more research should be 
done to confirm if this type of approach and design 
is feasible and safe.
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